Pregroup grammars have a cubic recognition algorithm. Here, we define a correct and complete recognition and parsing algorithm and give sufficient conditions for the algorithm to run in linear time. These conditions are satisfied by a large class of pregroup grammars, including grammars that handle coordinate structures and distant constituents.
Introduction
Pregroup grammars were introduced in [Lambek 99 ] as an algebraic tool for the syntactical analysis of sentences and shown to be weakly equivalent to context free grammars by [Buszkowski] . Therefore the usual cubic recognition algorithms of [CYK] or [Earley] for context-free grammars can be used for pregroup grammars after transforming them into rewrite-grammars. Cubic algorithms tailored to pregroups were given in 2004 independently by [Oehrle] and [Degeilh-Preller] . The algorithm proposed in the latter improves on the usual algorithms for context-free languages by the fact the constant factor of n 3 no longer depends on the number of rules or the number of symbols in the grammar and that it also works for infinite dictionaries. In particular it shows that proof search in compact bilinear logic is proportional to the cube of the length of the string of simple types.
However, cubic complexity easily exceeds human memory capacity and therefore natural languages are most likely to have grammars which permit linear processing. Two observations are important as far as pregroup grammars are concerned: A low number of types per word or a low number of basic types does not diminish the complexity of the recognition algorithm nor the number of different parsings. As an example, consider the rigid dictionary listing three words, each with a single type, say sa ℓ , aa ℓ and aa r a respectively. The general algorithm still requires cubic time. Moreover, the number of different parsings 1 increases exponentially with the length of the string. It seems appropriate to divide the task of finding a linear recognition and parsing algorithm as follows 1. choose a lexical entry for each word, i.e. choose a meaning 2. decide if the choice of types has a reduction to the sentence type and, if there is one, provide at least one such reduction.
We impose conditions on the dictionary concerning both aspects. After the basic notions on pregroups and reductions we present a dictionary covering distant dependencies and coordination in Section 3. as an example of the language fragments for which complete linear parsing is possible. In Section 4. we introduce a parsing algorithm and indicate a class of dictionaries for which it is complete. Restricting the class of dictionaries even more we make the parsing algorithm linear. These conditions are relaxed in Sections 5. where we define the minimal reduction, representative for all reductions to the sentence type.
Finally in Section (6), we modify the earlier parsing algorithm by incorporating minimal reductions and define a class of dictionaries for which it is complete.
Geometry of derivations
We briefly recall the definition of pregroups and the construction of a freely generated pregroup defined in [Lambek 99 ]. As we are interested in parsing and semantical interpretation, we look at the actual derivations in a free pregroup concentrating on derivations that consist of generalized contractions only. The geometrical structure of these derivations is at the base of the semantical interpretation in Section 3. A preordered monoid < P, 1, ·, →> is a set with at least one element 1 ∈ P , a binary operation · and a binary relation → satisfying for all x, y, z, u, v ∈ P 1 · x = x = x · 1 (x · y) · z = x · (y · z) x → x x → y and y → z imply x → z x → y implies u · x · v → u · y · v. The dot denotes multiplication and is generally omitted. The arrow → denotes the preorder.
A pregroup is a preordered monoid in which every element x has both a left adjoint x ℓ and a right adjoint x r satisfying (Contraction)
One derives (1.) x → y if and only if y ℓ → x ℓ if and only if y r → x r , (2.) x → y if and only if xy r → 1 if and only if y ℓ x → 1 .
The free pregroup P (B) generated by a partially ordered set of basic types B = {a, b, ...} is characterized in [Lambek 99 ] as the preordered free monoid generated from the set of simple types Σ consisting of the basic types and their iterated adjoints Σ = a (z) : a ∈ B, z ∈ Z where a (0) is identified with a. Note that the empty string is not a simple type. Elements X ∈ P (B) are called types. They are strings of the form
, where a 1 , . . . , a k are basic types and z 1 , ..., z k are integers. The unit 1 denotes the empty string and multiplication is the same as concatenation. The left and right adjoints of a type are defined by
. Hence, identifying a ∈ B with a (0) ∈ Σ we have
If t = a (z) we call z the iterator of t. Finally, the preorder on types is defined as the transitive closure of the union of the following three relations
where either z is even and a → b or z is odd and b → a. Here X, Y are (possibly empty) strings of simple types and a and b are basic. As usual, a substring of a string s 1 . . . s n has the form s i0 . . . s i k where 1 ≤ i 0 < . . . < i k ≤ n. A segment s l . . . s m is a substring such that l = i 0 , l + 1 = i 1 , . . . , l + k = i k and m = l + k. By convention, if m < l, then s l . . . s m stands for the empty segment.
The property which makes the theory of pregroups decidable is expressed in the so-called The underlinks indicate the generalized contractions used in the derivation, namely ν s π r 3s → 1, o ℓ n s → 1, c s ℓ c s → 1 and s 1 s r → 1. In fact, the underlinks together uniquely determine a derivation to the empty string or more generally, a derivation of s 1 . . . s n to a substring s i1 . . . s ip consisting of generalized contractions only. We decompose such a derivation into a geometrical part, consisting of the set of underlinks, and an algebraic part, consisting of the generalized contractions. The geometrical part R, also called reduction, has the following definition Definition 1. A reduction R with respect to n is a set of two-element subsets {i, k} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, called underlinks, which satisfy 1) for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is at most one k such that {i, k} ∈ R, 2) if {i, k} ∈ R and i < l < k then there is i < m < k such that {l, m} ∈ R.
The algebraic part consists of the generalized contractions 3) s i s k → 1, for i < k such that {i, k} ∈ R The empty string 1 and every simple type is irreducible. A string of simple types has at least one irreducible form. Some strings have several irreducible forms, and there may be different reductions bringing it to the same irreducible form, e.g. the first two reductions below are transitions to the empty string, the third reduction is a transition to the irreducible a r a
On the other hand, the same reduction may constitute a transition to the empty string for quite different strings of simple types. For example, assume a → b and consider the three different transitions below
The first and the third transition have the same links, the common geometrical part is R = {{1, 6} , {2, 5} , {3, 4}}. The second transition, however, has a different reduction R ′ = {{1, 2} {3, 6} {4, 5}}. This geometrical difference corresponds to different meanings of the same sentence, as illustrated by the examples (1a) and (1b) of the next section.
Using the graphical representation of {i, k} ∈ R , i < k , by an underlink
we may describe a reduction as a planar graph which has a linearly ordered set of vertices labeled by simple types such that
• there are no loops
• every i ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i p } is endpoint of exactly one underlink
• underlinks do not cross
If i < k , we call i or s i the left endpoint and k or s k the right endpoint of the link {i, k} . If the reduction R is a transition R : s 1 . . . s n ⇒ s i1 . . . s ip , then the iterator of the right endpoint of an underlink is the successor of the iterator of its left endpoint: Indeed, if {i, k} ∈ R and i < k, then the algebraic condition s i s k → 1 implies that s i = a (z) and s k = b (z+1) for some integer z and basic types a and b.
Finally, we remark that an arbitrary transition can always be obtained as the union of transitions to the empty string. Indeed, let R l , 0 ≤ l ≤ p, be reductions such that R 0 : Recall that o is the type of a direct object complement, π 3s stands for the subject third person singular and π for the subject if the person and number do not matter. The dictionary lists three types for the definite verb form. This reflects the grammatical distinction between statements and relative clauses. In particular, the basic typeŝ 1 is the sentence type for relative clauses in the present andŝ the type for relative clauses if the tense does not matter. The other new basic types are used as dummies, namelyô for a direct object complement, π 3s for a third person subject in the singular,π if the number and person do not matter. The set of basic types occurring in the dictionary is
Then we use different type assignments for the relative pronoun which, according to its role as an object complement or subject in the relative clause. Example I Mary bought a horse which John detests
Mary bought a horse which detests John 
The conjunction and distributes the holes both times to the position of the second argument of the relation expressed by the verb. This position corresponds by convention to the direct object of the verb: horse which John detests and Jo loves ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Next, consider the case where the hole is the subject of the relative clause: As before, we find x → y and with this construct the reduction of the sentence Mary bought a horse which detests John and loves Jo
This time, the holes are distributed by the conjunction and to the first argument place of the verb, i.e. to the position of the subject:
which detests John and loves Jo ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) However the two different kinds of holes cannot be conjoined: *Mary bought a horse which John detests and loves Jo For a proof, it suffices to consider every type assignment from our dictionary and verify that it has no reduction to the sentence type. Therefore which cannot be both subject and object of verb phrases constituting the relative clause.
Lazy Parsing
We give a 'lazy' recognition and parsing algorithm and define sufficient conditions on the dictionaries for which it is linear and complete.
In the following, the partially ordered set B and the free pregroup P (B) generated by B are fixed. As usual, a dictionary D over B for a set of words V is a map from V to the set of subsets of P (B). Instead of T l ∈ D(v l ) we may write v l : T l and call it a lexical entry. We distinguish a basic type s , the so-called sentence type. A string of types T 1 . . . T n is called a type assignment for v 1 . . . v n if v l : T l is a lexical entry for 1 ≤ l ≤ n. A parsing of a string v 1 ...v n consists of a type assignment T l ∈ D(v l ) and a reduction of T 1 ...T n to s.
We begin by describing an algorithm which combines the search for a reduction with type assignment. It processes by stages, reading the string of words v 1 . . . v n from left to right. At each stage, it either chooses a type for the word under examination or processes the assigned type by reading its simple types from left to right. The result is a reduction of the type processed so far to an irreducible type. The set of stages associated to v 1 . . . v n consists of an initial stage s in and of triples s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , p) where l is the number of the word v l being processed
The stages are partially ordered as follows
We remark that all non-initial stages s have a unique immediate predecessor, which we denote by s − 1, i.e.
It follows that the set of stages smaller than or equal to a given stage s is totally ordered. This total order can be used to control the way how the algorithm moves through the stages and define the actual position p(s) and the type a p(s) read 8 at this position. At the initial stage p(s in ) = 0, a 0 = 1 . A stage of the form (l, T 1 . . . T l , 0) , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, is called a downloading stage and serves to choose a type T l ∈ D(v l ) as soon as the word v l has been given. At a downloading stage s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , 0) , the examined position remains unchanged
After downloading, the string of simple types T l is read from left to right. Each stage which is not initial and not downloading is called a testing stage. To reach the testing stage s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , p), p ≥ 1, the preceding position p(s − 1) is incremented by 1:
It follows that the simple type occupying this position satisfies
The type processed at stage s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , p) can be defined inductively by
The simple type a p(s) is tested for generalized contraction with the last not contracted type in the string. This test can be done in one time unit by accessing the partial order relation on the set of basic types. If it fails, p(s) is added on the top of the stack indicating that a p(s) is the latest not (yet) contracted type. The other data remain unchanged. If the test succeeds, the stack is popped and the link consisting of the contracting positions is added to the reduction computed so far. A stack S(s) constructed by this algorithm at stage s is an ordered pair S ′ , i where i is a non-negative integer and S ′ is either the empty stack ∅ or the stack of a preceding stage. As the test is only performed for non-initial and non-downloading stages, all positions i stored in the stack at stage s correspond to a unique stage s ′ ≤ s for which a p(s ′ ) = i . The functions top and pop send a stack S ′ , i to its top i and its tail S ′ respectively. They are undefined for the empty stack. A stack of positions defines a substring of a 1 . . . a n as follows
Definition 2. Lazy Parsing Algorithm At the initial stage, let
At a downloading stage s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , 0), the stack and reduction remain unchanged
is not downloading and not initial, let t(s−1) = top(S(s− 1)) . Then
The stack can increase and decrease during processing, but it will never get empty. Indeed, if S(s − 1) = ∅, 0 then the test will fail, as a 0 a p(s) = a p(s) → 1. Hence S(s) = ∅, 0 , p(s) . Note also that the entries of the stack form a strictly increasing string of integers between 0 and p(s). Moreover, the set R computed at stage s is a reduction of the string processed so far to an irreducible string, which is defined by the stack S:
Theorem 3 (Irreducible From). For every stage s = (l, T 1 . . . T l , p) , the string S(s) associated to the stack S(s) is an irreducible substring of T (s) and R(s) is a transition from T (s) to S(s) .
Proof: Use induction on the linearly ordered set of the predecessors of s. Clearly, the property holds for the initial stage. Now assume that the property holds up to s − 1. If s is a downloading stage, the property follows immediately from the induction hypothesis. If s is a testing stage, let t(s) = top(S(s)) and decompose the processed string T (s) = a 1 . . . a p(s) into an initial and a terminal segment a 1 . . . a p(s) = (a 1 . . . a t(s) )(a t(s)+1 . . . a p(s) ) and show that R(s) is the union of two reductions
(
. . a p(s) ⇒ 1 . For that purpose, distinguish two cases:
Case I : a t(s−1) a p(s) → 1. Then t(s) = p(s), S(s) = S(s − 1), p(s) and R(s) = R(s − 1) and S(s) = S(s − 1)a t(s) . Then a t(s)+1 . . . a p(s) is the empty string and the restriction R ′′ (s) of R(s) to this string is the empty set. Therefore (2) holds trivially.
Next, from a t(s−1) a t(s) → 1 and the induction hypothesis follows that (
, the restriction of R(s) to {1, ..., t(s)}, is also the restriction of R(s − 1) to {1, ..., t(s)}. Hence
Next, let R * (s) be the restriction of R(s − 1) to {t(s) + 1, . . . , t(s − 1) − 1} . It reduces the segment a t(s)+1 . . . a t(s−1)−1 between two consecutive positions of S(s − 1) to 1 . Finally, the restriction of R(s) to {t(s) + 1, . . . , p(s)} is
Hence
We remark that the number of steps necessary to compute S(s) from its predecessor S(s−1) is bounded by a constant which depends only of the dictionary. Hence we have the following property Corollary 4. For every stage s = (n, T 1 . . . T n , q n ), Lazy Parsing computes the irreducible form S(s) and the reduction R(s) : T 1 . . . T n → S(s) in time proportional to the length of T 1 . . . T n .
Note that Lazy Parsing also works on infinite dictionaries. Consider the identity map on the set of simple types Σ, i.e. the dictionary with the entries t : t, for t ∈ Σ . The set of stages associated to the string t 1 . . . t n is {1, . . . , n} and Lazy Parsing produces a derivation of t 1 . . . t n to one of its irreducible forms.
Backward Lazy Parsing, that is to say reading a string of words from right to left, is defined similarly. In particular, the positions stored in the stack are decreasing and the test for contraction is a p(s) a t(s−1) → 1. The appropriate variant of the preceding theorem then holds for Backward Lazy Parsing. In general, the computed irreducible form may be different from that computed by 'forward' lazy parsing. For example, backward parsing finds the second reduction of (I) in Section (2) and forward parsing the third.
If the computed irreducible form happens to be the sentence type, the algorithm gives a parsing of the sentence. If this is not the case, we cannot conclude in general that T 1 . . . T n has no reductions to the sentence type. Hence, the algorithm is not complete unless we impose some conditions on the dictionary. The rest of this section is devoted to define a class of pregroup grammars for which the Parsing Algorithm is complete. An even more comprehensive class of pregroup grammars can also be parsed in linear time by a slight variant of our algorithm, as we shall see in the next section.
Definition 5. (Complexity:)
A connected component C of basic types has complexity K ≥ 0, if there is an integer u satisfying the following two conditions whenever b ∈ C and
(z) has complexity K if a belongs to a connected component of complexity less than or equal to K. A string of simple types has complexity K if every simple type in the string has complexity K . A grammar is of complexity K if every type in its dictionary has complexity K .
Our sample dictionary of Section (3) has complexity 2 . Indeed, the simple types occurring in the dictionary are either basic or right or left adjoints of basic types. Without the words which and and, it would be of complexity 1 .
Grammars of complexity 1 are interesting because of their algorithmic properties, but they are not expressive enough. The next class, that of complexity 2 , is as expressive as the whole class of pregroup grammars. Indeed, every pregroup grammar is strongly equivalent to a dictionary using only basic types, right adjoints of basic types and left adjoints of basic types, see [Preller 07 ]. Here strongly equivalent means not only that the grammars generate the same sentences but also that a reduction of a type-assignment in one grammar is also a reduction for some type assignment in the other grammar. Hence the links under the words are the same in both grammars.
We will show that the Lazy Parsing Algorithm is complete for dictionaries of complexity 1 and indeed for an even larger class, the linear dictionaries. Let T = t 1 . . . t n be a string of simple types and assume that 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n . We say that t i , t j , t k is a critical triple if
A string of simple types without critical triples is called linear. A dictionary is linear, if all type assignments with a reduction to the sentence type are linear.
Compare the notion of a critical triple with that of a critical type. The former is relative to a given string of simple types, whereas the latter depends only of the dictionary. The last of a critical triple is necessarily a critical type. If the dictionary has complexity 2, the last of a critical triple . . . t i . . . t j . . . t k . . . is right-only and the first left-only. A string is necessarily linear if no critical type occurs in it. Hence dictionaries of complexity 1 are linear.
Lemma 7 (Uniqueness of Links in Linear Strings). Suppose t 1 . . . t m is a linear string of simple types. Then for every position k there is at most one i satisfying i < k, t i t k → 1 and t i+1 . . . t k−1 → 1, or i > k, t k t i → 1 and t k+1 . . . t i−1 → 1 .
Proof: Note that k can not be both the right endpoint of a link {i, k} and the left endpoint of a link {k, j}, because if this was the case, the string would have the critical triple t i . . . t k . . . t j . Show that k can not be endpoint of two different links using induction on the length m of the longer link , i.e. m = max {|k − i|, |k − j|} . If m = 1, t k would be linked to t k−1 and to t k+1 , which is impossible as we just saw. If m = 2 we would have a link {i, i + 2} with t i+1 → 1, which is impossible for a simple type. Suppose the property holds up to m − 1, with 3 ≤ m . Assume first that t k is right endpoint of two different links, i.e. that for some i, j ≥ 1 
If it is k, it can not be the left endpoint of a link {k, i} ∈ R ′ , because otherwise the string would have a critical triple, contradicting linearity. Hence R ′ can link k only to some position i < k. By the preceding lemma, it follows that i = k − 1. Similarly, if it is k − 1 that is linked in R ′ to some position, the latter is necessarily the position k. Hence R and R ′ coincide on all links with neighboring endpoints. Omitting these links from R and R ′ and the corresponding segments t k−1 t k from t 1 . . . t m , the new reductions are reductions of the new string to the same irreducible forms t i1 . . . t ip and t j1 . . . t jq respectively. It follows by induction hypothesis, that the same positions are linked by R and by R ′ . But then the positions that are not linked also coincide in both reductions. Therefore p = q, i k = j k , for 1 ≤ k ≤ p and t i1 . . . t ip = t j1 . . . t jq .
Theorem 9 (Linear Completeness).
A string of words from a linear dictionary v 1 . . . v n is a sentence if and only if at some final stage s = (n, T 1 . . . T n , q n ), the reduction R(s) reduces T 1 . . . T n to the sentence type. Moreover, for a given final stage, the reduction has been computed by Lazy Parsing in time proportional to the length of the corresponding type assignment.
Proof:
The last assertion follows from the fact that the definition of R(s) only involves the predecessors of s and that for each stage the number of computation steps is constant. The rest is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3 and Lemma 8.
Hence Lazy Parsing finds the unique reduction of a linear string to an irreducible form. The same algorithm does as well for certain strings with critical triples. Consider a string which has all critical types at the end, like
Such a string has at most one reduction to the empty string, which is computed by Lazy Parsing.
Lemma 10 (Quasi-Linearity). Suppose that none of the simple types in S = s 1 . . . s n is critical and all of the simple types in T = t 1 . . . t m are right-only. Then ST has at most one reduction to the empty string. Moreover, if a reduction to the empty string exists, it is computed by Lazy Parsing. Omitting these links from R, we obtain a reduction R ′ of S to the irreducible string s i1 . . . s im−1 s im . Indeed, the segment between s im and t 1 is reduced by R to the empty string, because links do not cross. For the same reason, the segments between two consecutive s i k 's and the initial segment up to s 1 are reduced to the empty string by R and hence by R ′ . Now assume Q : ST ⇒ 1 is another reduction to the empty string. Then its restriction to Q ′ to S as well is a reduction of S to an irreducible form s j1 . . . s j m ′ . By the Linearity Lemma, S has a unique irreducible form and a unique reduction to this irreducible form.
As links do not cross, it follows that Q = R . Finally, as S is linear, Lazy Parsing computes the unique reduction R ′ : S ⇒ s i1 . . . s im . The indices i 1 , . . . , i m are stored in its stack in increasing order. Thus i m is on the top of the stack after computing at stage n. Reading the type t 1 at the next stage, it will pop i m and add {i m , n + 1} to the reduction and so on.
We call a string of the form ST in the lemma above quasi-linear and remark that it can have several irreducible forms. For example, the empty string and bb ℓ are two irreducible forms of bb ℓ bb ℓ bb r . In the next section we relax the restrictive conditions above, motivated by properties of the sample dictionary of Section 3. We also modify the parsing algorithm slightly so that it is complete and linear for the larger class of dictionaries defined by the weaker conditions.
Minimal Reductions
Dictionaries of complexity 2 may have type assignments with critical triples. Such strings often have different irreducible forms and even for a given irreducible form there may be different reductions to it. The time necessary to find all possible reductions to the sentence type can increase exponentially with the number of words, and this even if the dictionary lists just one type per word. The best we can attempt therefore is to compute one particular reduction to the sentence type per type assignment, provided there is at least one. In this section we single out the minimal reduction always present among all reductions to the sentence type.
The critical triples of our sample dictionary of Section 3 are due to the lexical entries which : c and :
A critical type in these entries is followed by its own left adjoint or is in a segment that is followed by its left adjoint. This property is the key to complete linear parsing.
Definition 11. (Guards) A type T = XCY is guarded if -there are no critical types in X nor Y -every simple type in C is critical -C ℓ is the smallest element in its connected component
If C is not empty, the following segment C ℓ is called the guard of C . A dictionary D is guarded if every type T ∈ D(v) is guarded for all v . A pregroup grammar is guarded if its dictionary is guarded.
Every dictionary of complexity 1 is guarded, because such a dictionary has no critical types. In general, the dictionaries proposed for natural languages so far are guarded or have equivalent guarded dictionaries. At this stage it is not known if guarded grammars are as expressive as the whole class of pregroup grammars.
Our aim is to define a subset of the set of all reductions that is small enough for a slightly amended Lazy Parsing algorithm to compute its members. It also must be big enough so that if a given string has a reduction to the sentence type, one of them is in the subset. We can do this for guarded dictionaries of complexity 2, for which we define the minimal reductions below.
Definition 12. (Fans:) Consider a reduction R of t 1 . . . t n . A fan of R is a subset of underlinks {{i p , k} , {i p−1 , k + 1} . . . , {i 1 , k + p − 1}} such that the right endpoints form a segment.
A fan is critical, if every right endpoint is a critical type. A guarded fan is a critical fan such that t k+p . . . t k+2p−1 guards the segment t k . . . t k+p−1 of its right endpoints.
A fan reduces the segments between to left endpoints to the empty type and the same is true for the segment between the last left and the first right endpoint. This follows at once from the following, more general property.
Lemma 13. Fan Lemma Consider the following underlinks
of a reduction R. Then R : Γ i ⇒ 1 if and only if R : Λ p−i ⇒ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p−1 . Moreover, R : Θ ⇒ 1. In particular, the segments between two consecutive left endpoints of a fan reduce to the empty string.
Proof: The last assertion holds in any reduction. Moreover, a link that has one endpoint in Γ i has the other endpoint either in Γ i itself or in Λ p−i . Hence R : Λ p−i ⇒ 1 implies R : Γ i ⇒ 1 and vice versa. if i p < j 1 . A fan is minimal if there is no shorter fan with the same right endpoints. A reduction of t 1 . . . t n to the empty string is minimal if all guarded critical fans are the right endpoint of a minimal fan.
In the case where a minimal fan has just one right endpoint, we call it a minimal link. Note that a minimal reduction may have non-minimal links. For example, consider the reductions
The first reduction is minimal because all its links are minimal. The second is not minimal, it has a guarded non minimal link. The third reduction is also minimal, because its only critical type b r is not guarded and therefore is not required to be minimal. The fourth is again minimal, even though the link through a r is not.
Theorem 15 (Completeness of Minimal Reductions).
Assume that D is a guarded dictionary of complexity 2. Then for every type assignment X i ∈ D(v i ) such that X 1 ...X n → s there is a minimal reduction of X 1 ...X n to s.
Proof:
We must show that whenever R : X 1 ...X n s r = t 1 ...t m ⇒ 1 is a reduction then there is a minimal reduction M such that M : t 1 ...t m ⇒ 1. We use induction on the number of critical types in t 1 ...t m .
The property is trivially true if there is no critical type. Otherwise, let t k be the leftmost critical type. Note that the string t 1 . . . t k−1 is linear. As the dictionary is guarded, t k is either the last type in the string or is followed by another critical type or t k+1 is the guard of t k . In the first case the reduction R is trivially minimal. Now assume that t k+1 is the guard of t k .
Consider two cases.
The link {i, k} is minimal. Then the restriction R ′ of R to {i, . . . , k} is a reduction R ′ : t i . . . t k ⇒ 1. Omit the segment t i . . . t k from t 1 . . . t m and the links with an endpoint in {i, . . . , k} from R, obtaining the string t 1 . . . t i−1 t k+1 . . . t m and a reduction R 1 : t 1 . . . t i−1 t k+1 . . . t m ⇒ 1. As the induction hypothesis applies to R 1 , there is a minimal reduction M * : t 1 . . . t i−1 t k+1 . . . t m ⇒ 1. Inserting the segment t i . . . t k with the underlinks of R ′ into M * we obtain a minimal reduction of t 1 . . . t m to the empty type. Case (ii): The link {i, k} is not minimal and t k+1 guards t k . Let j be the rightmost position i < j < k such that there is a reduction R * satisfying {j, k} ∈ R * (II)
It suffices to construct a reduction R ′ : t 1 . . . t m ⇒ 1 linking j and k and conclude by Case(i).
First we remark that R coincides with R * on Θ . Indeed, t i+1 . . . t k−1 is linear and both R and R * link a type in Θ to a type in t i+1 . . . t k−1 . Therefore they coincide in Θ by the Linearity Lemma 7. Hence
It follows that R links j to a position h between i and j. Hence {h, j} ∈ R, h < j, t h t j → 1 (VI)
Then R has the underlinks
As R links each position in Θ to another position in Θ, the same holds for Γ, i.e.
Let l be the position linked to k + 1 in R. Note that either l > k + 1 or l < i .
construct a new reduction R ′ : t 1 . . . t m ⇒ 1 by omitting the links {i, k}, {h, j} and {k + 1, l} from R and adding the links {j, k} , {h, k + 1} and {i, l} instead. The other links remain unchanged. Then R ′ looks like this
Proof: All we must show is that t jq t jq+1 → 1 for 1 ≤ q ≤ p − 1 . Let a (z) = t jq and b (u) = t jq+1 . As R links a (z) to t p+q−1 the latter has the form t p+q−1 = a ′(z+1) for an appropriate a ′ in the connected component of a. Similarly, t p+q = b ′(u+1) for some b ′ in the connected component of b . If t jq t jq+1 → 1 , then u = z + 1 . Moreover, a, a ′ , b and b ′ belong to the same connected component and a (z) , a ′(z+1) , b (z+1) and b ′(z+2) occur in T . Then a ′(z+1) cannot be a critical type because T has complexity 2 Lemma 17. Assume that R : t 1 . . . t n ⇒ 1, that t k is the leftmost critical type with corresponding link {j, k} in R . Let i be the top of the stack constructed by Lazy Parsing when processing t k−1 . Then i ≤ j ≤ k − 1 .
In particular, if i < j , then there are l and m such that i < l < j , k < m , Lazy Parsing links t l to t j , R links t l to t m and the latter is not a critical type.
Proof: Let R : t 1 . . . t n ⇒ 1, i, j and k be as in the hypothesis of the Lemma. As t k is a critical type in a dictionary of complexity 2, it can only be a right endpoint, hence j ≤ k . To see that i ≤ j assume that this was not the case, i.e. that
Hence R links i to some position l strictly between j and k . We remark first that i < l is impossible. Indeed, Lazy Parsing reduces the segment t i+1 . . . t k−1 to the empty string by property (2) of Theorem (3). Hence it would link l to some p strictly between i and k
contradicting the uniqueness of links in the linear segment t i . . . t k−1 . Therefore R must link t i to t l for some l < i .
Next, we remark that l is put on top of the stack while processing t l , because t l does not contract with any type on its left. For if it did, t i would be a critical type, contradicting the assumption. When processing the string from t l toward the right, Lazy Parsing cannot pop l from the stack before reaching t i . Indeed, this would imply that t l is endpoint of two different links in a linear string, contradicting Lemma (7). It follows that Lazy Parsing computes an irreducible form of t l . . . t i different from the empty string, contradicting lemma (8). Therefore j < i is impossible and so i ≤ j ≤ k − 1 .
Consider the case i < j. Recall Property (2) of Theorem (3) which says that Lazy Parsing reduces t i+1 . . . t k−1 to the empty string. Hence it links j to some position l with i < l < k . Moreover, we have l < j because t k is the first critical type. We have l p < l p−1 or j p−1 < l p , for Lazy Parsing links l p−1 to j p−1 . We remark that the latter is impossible. Indeed, if t lp was inside of Γ p it would be linked by R to some type before t jp contradicting the uniqueness of links in the linear string Γ p . Therefore l p < l p−1 .
Minimal Parsing
Let t 1 . . . t n = T 1 . . . T m s r be a type assignment and assume that the dictionary is guarded. Then the first critical type is the leftmost type of a segment CC ℓ within the type of some word. Hence the length of C is a constant depending only on the dictionary. We amend Lazy Parsing by back-tracking when arriving at the first critical type t k with i on the top of the stack. Instead of processing t k , we process the string t i . . . t k−1 backward, starting at k − 1 , but no further than i + 1 included. We construct a separate stack and set of links for the backward parsing. At each position, we compare the computed irreducible form, say t j1 . . . t jq , with the string C ℓ . If and when it satisfies C ℓ = t j1 . . . t jp , we stop and update Lazy Parsing following the construction of a minimal reduction in Theorem (15). We omit the links {l q , j q } from the reduction computed so far and add the links {j q , k + q − 1} and {l q , k + p − 1 + q} instead. The stack remains unchanged. Then we continue processing forward with Lazy Parsing from t k+2p on. If on the contrary, the irreducible form computed by backtracking never becomes equal to C ℓ for k − 1 ≥ q ≥ i + 1 , we continue with forward Lazy Parsing from t k on, with the stack and set of links as they were before backtracking. If this procedure links the critical types successfully on the left, the corresponding segment t j1 . . . t k+p−1 will be omitted in later backtracks. Hence every simple type in the string is processed at most twice.
It follows from Lemmas (17) and (18) that Minimal Parsing is complete if the dictionary is guarded and has complexity 2. Moreover, it computes a reduction to the sentence time or fails if there is none, and does so in time proportional to the length of the string T 1 . . . T m .
We can use Minimal Parsing for recognizing 'losing' type assignments with no reduction to the sentence type, when processing a word that introduces a critical type. If k + q is pushed onto the stack for some 0 ≤ q ≤ p − 1, then t 1 . . . t n has no reduction to the empty string. Indeed, if Minimal Parsing does not find a link for the critical type t k+q then there is no such link by Theorem (15) and Lemmas (17) and (18). As t k+q cannot be cancelled from the right, it remains in every irreducible form of t 1 . . . t n . Note that we do not even need to know what will come after the critical segment and its guard. We only need to know the critical segment C so that we can test the irreducible form during backtracking for equality with C ℓ .
Conclusion
The conditions which make the Minimal Parsing algorithm linear apply to a large class of pregroup grammars. Indeed, a pregroup grammar has a finite dictionary and therefore is strongly equivalent to one of complexity 2. Practice shows that guarded dictionaries cover quite expressive natural language fragments. However, Minimal Parsing depends on the selected type assignment. Future work must investigate dictionaries for which the criterion for recognizing losing type assignments during processing lowers the number of processed type assignments sufficiently. The present work is only a first step toward the claim that pregroup grammars can provide natural language processing with linear algorithms.
